
A2 What is 
the cover of all 
positive 
indicators 
(listed above) 
throughout the 
entire field?

Grassland
SCORECARD

Dominant grassland type:

Ecological integrityA
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Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:

Total Score:         
(A+B)Wet grassland Dry grassland Mineral soil Peat soil   /100 

Soil type:

0Low: 0-4

10Medium: 5-8

20High: 9-12

25Very high: 13+

Docks (NOT small sorrels)

Nettles

Perennial Rye-grass
Thistles (Creeping & spear)

Ragwort

High: You encounter positive indicators with every step taken.

Moderate: You encounter a positive indicator with every few steps taken.

Low: None present or you can take several steps without encountering any positive indicators at all.

Very high: You encounter multiple different positive indicators with every step taken (and in between steps).

0

10

20

25

  /90 
Total score A
(sum of A1 to A6) 

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & Stitchworts
Bird’s-foot-trefoil
Carline thistle
Cowslips & Primrose
Eyebrights
Forget-me-nots
Heathers
Kidney vetch
Knapweeds
Lady's mantle

Lady's smock 
(Cuckooflower)
Lesser spearwort
Louseworts (Common 
& Marsh)
Marsh cinquefoil 
Marsh marigold
Marsh pennywort
Marsh thistle
Meadowsweet
Meadow thistle
Mints (all)

Orchids
Ox-eye daisy
Purple loosestrife
Ragged robin
Scabious (Devil’s-bit 
& field)
Sedges 
Self-heal & Bugle
Sorrel (Common & 
Sheep's)
Small rushes (Spike, 
Woodrushes, Heath)

Sphagnum & Branched mosses
Tormentil (Common & English)
Umbels large (and/or Common Valerian, 
Common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow, Wild carrot)
Vetches & Vetchlings
Violets (all species); Harebell
Wild Thyme
Yellow Composites (Cat's ear, Hawkweeds, 
Hawkbits & Goat's beard - not Dandelion)
Yellow Flag Iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative indicators/weeds throughout the plot? (tick if present)

Low <5%: None present or scattered or small clumps of negative indicators. Where present, 
overall cover should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High >25%: Occurring in dense patches or abundant throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -20

-10

5

A4(a) What is the vegetation structure in 
grasslands which are PRIMARILY GRAZED?

Moderate (over-grazed): Mostly short vegetation. >50% of 
field has short sward with occasional to frequent patches of tall 
vegetation.

Over-grazed: Sward short throughout with little 
variation in height of vegetation. Few plants in flower.

Under-grazed: Rank vegetation present throughout the field.

-10

10

25

15

-10

Moderate (under-grazed):  Mostly tall vegetation. 50-75% 
of field has tall sward. Litter and dead vegetation occurring. 

Good: Field sward medium height throughout with positive 
indicators flowering. Areas of taller and /or shorter sward also occur.

Moderate structure: Narrow field margins present 
(~1m). Low number of flowering plants and vegetation 
structure within the field margin poor to moderate. 
Some grazing of after-grass providing some structural 
variation.

Poor structure: No field margins present. Field 
topped right up to the field boundary line. No grazing 
of after-grass. Little or no variation in sward height. 

Good structure: Wide field margins present (2m+) 
and or good headlands.Grazing of after-grass takes 
place providing variations in height of sward; sward 
does not look uniform in appearance.

-10

15

25

A4(b) What is the vegetation structure in 
grasslands which are CUT FOR HAY or SILAGE?OR

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

Cover is the proportion of the field taken up by all positive indicators present.

A4 Vegetation Structure. Note: If grassland is primarily grazed use A4(a) (including marsh fritillary suitability 
assessment); OR, if grassland is cut for hay or silage, use A4(b).  Refer to the guidance for sward quality details.

A1 What is the number of positive indicators in 
the field? Tick all positive indicators present below.

Farmer name:

AgriSnap photo taken:



B1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or archaeology? B2 What is the level of risk 

to the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to 
and downstream of the field 
due to pressures relating to 
flow, sediment, nutrients or 
other pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

B4 What is the cover of non-native invasive species? Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster
Japanese Knotweed

Other (please specify):

High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

B3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

10

B5 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? 

-20

-10

0

High: >25% of the field has immature scrub cover, some well-established saplings may be present. Field 
is likely to show few signs of active management, such as signs of recent grazing or signs of livestock.

Moderate: Cover of immature scrub in patches or individuals with overall cover of between 11-25% 
with particularly briars/brambles coming in.

Low: Small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings of immature scrub with overall 
cover of less than 10%. Grass growth easily seen underneath the scrub.

10

-10

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss.

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil disturbance 
caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

-20High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
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-5
0

A5 Marsh Fritillary suitability 
assessment in primarily 
grazed grassland

A6 Field boundary quality. 
Assess the quality of the 
WORST 30m of field 
boundary in the field. Refer to 
guidance document for details. Good: Good field boundary quality.

Moderate: Moderate field boundary quality.

Poor: Wire fence only or very poor quality field 
boundary present. 0

5

10

Dominant: Also present:

Yes

No

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area 
(≥6-20%) or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning

Other (please specify):Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckle

Giant Hogweed

(This can be brambles, 
seedlings, scrub and 
trees generally lower 
than 1m in height and 
with a stem diameter of 
<5cm. Do not include 
established scrub).

B6 What is the 
cover of bracken? 

-20
-10

0

High: Very dense stands of bracken covering over half or more of the field, forming closed canopy.

Moderate: Bracken forming dense stands covering parts of the field, mostly forming closed canopy.

Low: Bracken absent or some scattered fronds and none forming closed canopy. Can include 
some isolated small patches or some larger patches on steep slopes.

Threats & pressuresB   /10
Total score B
(sum of B1 to B6) 

Numerous patches (at 
least quarter of the field), 
or majority of field with 
Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit Scabious 
present from ankle to 
knee height throughout?

What is the 
dominant field 
boundary in 
this field?

Hedgerow
Stonewall

Drainage ditch
Earth bank

Treeline

Wire fence

Hedgerow
Stonewall

Drainage ditch
Earth bank

Treeline

Wire fence

Yes

No

Common
management
recommendations
to pick from:

Continue current management of this high quality 
grassland.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive 
species. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Control the occurrence and spread of encroaching 
scrub, supporting actions are available.
Control the occurrence and spread of encroaching 
bracken.

Consider reducing fertiliser inputs.
Consider using supporting actions to slow or 
impede the flow of drains.
Use stock to graze field more evenly.
Improve stock management, supporting actions 
e.g.  Fencing / drinking facilities are available.
Move feeders / troughs regularly and keep away 
from drains and rivers.

Consider establishing a field margin.
Field boundaries - reduce cutting.
Field boundaries - consider planting gaps 
with suitable native species.
Field boundaries - continue current 
management of high quality boundaries.
No management advice.
Other management advice.



Which of the following best describes the plot?

Ecological integrityA
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Total Score:         
(A+B+C)Wet

heath
Dry
heath

Blanket
bog

Mosaic
of heath
& bog   /100 

0Low: 0-2 5Moderate: 3-5 10High: 6+

A1 What positive indicators are present in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below.
Note all positive indicators present as you walk through the plot. 

A3 What is the vegetation structure?

Moderate (over-grazed): Significant areas (>25%) of the plot have low uniform vegetation, although not throughout. 

Over-grazed: Vegetation height is uniformly low. Little or no heather present on wet heaths. Often lacking moss 
and dwarf shrub layer.

Under-grazed: Rank sward. Purple moor-grass/mat-grass and rank senescent heather dominating. Litter cover high, thatch 
forming in large continuous patches. Poorly developed ground layer.

-15

10

30

15

-10

Moderate (under-grazed): Significant areas (>25%) of the plot have rank vegetation although not throughout.

Good: Sward in good condition; abundant grass and sedge-like vegetation on blanket bog with hummock, hollow, and 
pool complexes. On heath, all stages of heather/shrub growth present, mostly >30cm. Mix of bog and/or heath vegetation at 
various heights throughout. Well-structured vegetation with all three layers (moss, sedge/herb, and shrub) well represented.

Mosaic of
heath &
grassland

Positive
indicators: Branched mosses

Non-crustose bushy lichens
Sphagnum mosses
Liverworts

Bog asphodel
Bog bean
Bog cotton
Lousewort

Sundews
White-beaked 
sedge
Black bog rush

Bell heather
Cross-leaved 
heath
Ling heather

Hydrological integrity (carbon capture)B
B1 Surface hydrology and artificial drainage features:

Moderately altered bog/heath hydrology: Free flowing drains in plot with notable effect on surrounding 
vegetation of bog/heath. <20% of plot affected.

Significantly altered bog/heath hydrology: Frequent widespread free-flowing drains on plot with notable effect on 
surrounding vegetation of bog/heath. >20% of plot affected.

Intact bog/heath hydrology: Intact bog/heath surface, no evidence of past drainage or disturbance across plot.

-30

-15

0

10

20

Moderately intact bog/heath hydrology: Bog/heath surface largely intact, although some evidence of historic 
disturbance (cutting, drainage, erosion channels) across any part of plot. Vegetation and hydrology largely recovered/stabilised.

Slightly altered bog/heath hydrology: Drains present in plot although are somewhat impeded and little effect on 
surrounding bog/heath.

  /20 
Total 
score B:

Bilberry
Bog myrtle
Western Gorse

Moss layer: Grass/herb layer: Shrub layer:

Raised
bog

Moderate: 10-30% cover across the field

Low: ≤10% cover across the field 0

10

High: 30% cover across the field 20

A2 What is the combined cover of all positive mosses, 
liverworts & lichens (listed above) throughout the field?
Cover is the proportion of the field taken up by all positive mosses, 
liverworts & lichens indicators present.

C1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities 
to habitat, vegetation, or archaeology?

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) 
or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area 
(≥6-20%) or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) 
or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10

0

Damaging activities:
(tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees

Quarrying

Boundary damage

Burning

Other (please specify):
Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A3)   /60

Threats & future prospects Total score C: 
(sum of C1 to C5)   /20C

Peatland
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:
Farmer name:
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-10Present: 0Absent:

C5 Is there any evidence of damage due to turbary activity?

Moderate: Active peat cutting (mechanical cutting from face-bank, hand cutting, 
milling etc.) and associated works <10% of the field affected.

High: Active peat cutting and associated works >10% of the field affected. High proportion of bare peat due to 
peat extraction. Sausage machine cutting taking place in any part of the field (regardless of the extent). -30

-10

10Low:  No evidence of peat cutting during the most recent season. 

Common management recommendations to pick from:

C2 What is the level of risk to the quality of natural water bodies within, adjacent to and down-
stream of the field due to pressures relating to flow, sediment, nutrients or other pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor model should inform the assessment (see guidance).

High: Moderate: Low: None:-25 -15 -5 0

C3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

10 10

-10

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss.

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil disturbance 
caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

-20High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

C4b What is the cover of non-native invasive species?

Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster
Japanese Knotweed

Other (please specify):
High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present or <5 individuals.

-20
-10
-5
0

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckle

Giant Hogweed

C4a Are non-native invasive species present?

Self-sown conifers

C6 What is the cover of bracken? (refer to CP team if ‘moderate’ or ‘high’)

Moderate: Bracken forming dense stands covering parts of the field; mostly forming closed canopy.

High: Very dense stands of bracken covering over half or more of the field, forming closed canopy.

Low: Bracken absent or some scattered fronds and none forming closed canopy. Can include some 
isolated small patches or some larger patches on steep slopes.

C7 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? (refer to CP team if ‘Moderate’ or ‘High’)

Moderate: Small areas of gorse dominated scrub occur occasionally throughout the site.

High: Gorse dominated scrub occurring throughout the site or concentrated in large areas.

Low: Little or no scrub present.

Continue current management of this high quality peatland.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive species. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Control the occurrence and spread of encroaching scrub, supporting actions are available.
Consider using supporting actions to slow or impede the flow of drains.
Consider raising watertable to restore peatland, supporting actions are available.
Use stock to graze field more evenly.
Improve stock management. You may wish to avail of supporting actions e.g.  Fencing / drinking facilities.
Move feeders / troughs regularly and keep away from drains and rivers.
No management advice.
Other management advice:



Ecological integrityA

Total Score:         
(A+B+C)

  /100 

Typical SCRUB species:
(tick those present)

Alder
Ash
Birch
Blackthorn
Bog myrtle

Hydological integrity (carbon capture)B
B1 To what extent are there any artificial drainage features within the plot?

Total score B:
  /0

Habitat type:
Scrub 
Woodland

Mineral soil
Peat soil

Soil type:Scrub: Areas that are dominated by at least 50% 
cover of shrubs, stunted trees or brambles. 
Woodland: Canopy generally less than 5m in height, 
or 4m in the case of wet or bog areas.

Bracken
Bramble
Hazel
Elder
Gorse/Furze

Typical WOODLAND
species: (tick those present)

*Beech
Holly
Oak 
Rowan

Scot’s pine
*Spruce
*Sycamore
*Horse chestnut

Whitethorn 
(hawthorn)
Willow
Guelder rose

*=non-native species

March 2023 | ACRES Scrub/Woodland  Scorecard | Page 1 of 2

Partly drained woodland: Free flowing drains affecting <20%  of the plot.

Drained woodland: Frequent widespread free flowing drains affecting >20%  of the plot. -30
-15
-5
0No drainage: No artificial drainage within plot.

Historic drainage evident: Drains present but flow is impeded.

Sa Which description best 
describes the diversity & 
structure of the SCRUB present?

Moderate: Two native species from 
table above present.

Poor: Gorse dominated scrub.

Good: Three native species from table 
above common throughout plot.

Very good: Four or more native species 
from table above common throughout 
plot. Variation in vegetation height and 
structure throughout. 

40

60

80

100

Wa Which description best describes 
the woodland CANOPY layer? 

Moderate: Native woodland with occasional 
non-native (conifer or deciduous) trees present.

Poor: Native woodland with frequent non-native 
(conifers or deciduous) trees present. 0

30

70Good: Native woodland with no non-native 
(conifer or deciduous) trees present.

Wb Which description best describes 
the woodland SHRUB layer? 

Moderate: Shrub layer present.

Poor: Shrub layer absent or consists of non-native species. 0
10

15Good: Well developed shrub layer present.

Wc Which description best describes 
the woodland FIELD layer? 

Moderate: Field layer present with low 
level of species and structural diversity.

Poor: The field layer is absent or consists of non-native species. 0

10

15Good: Field layer supports good diversity of native 
species, with mosses, ferns and herbs present.

A1-S for SCRUB
dominated plots:

A1-W for WOODLAND dominated plots:

A1 Score either A1-S OR A1-W

  /100

Total 
score 
A1-W:
(sum of 
A1 -Wa to 
A1-Wc)   /100

Total 
score 
A1-Sa:

*Spanish chestnut
*Hornbeam
Spindle
Other

Total score A:
(sum of A1-S or A1-W)   /100

Scrub/
Woodland
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:
Farmer name:
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C4 What is the 
cover of non-native 
invasive species? Moderate: Frequent. Some 

flowering, many seedlings present.

High: Abundant. Some forming 
dense clumps, many seedlings. -20

-10

-5

0None: No non-native 
invasive species present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly 
small and not flowering.

Threats & pressuresC Total score C: 
(sum of C1 to C4)   /0

C3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil 
disturbance caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access. -20

-10

0Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss.

Common management recommendations to pick from:

C2  What is the level of risk to the quality of natural water bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to pressures relating to flow, sediment, nutrients or other pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor model should inform the assessment (see guidance).

C1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities 
to habitat, vegetation, or archaeology?

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) 
or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area 
(≥6-20%) or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) 
or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10

0

Damaging activities:
(tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees

Quarrying

Boundary damage

Burning

Other (please specify):
Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

High: Moderate: Low: None:-25 -15 -5 0

Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster
Japanese Knotweed

Other (please specify):

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckle

Giant Hogweed

Continue current management of this high quality scrub/woodland field.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive species. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Consider using supporting actions to slow or impede the flow of drains.
Consider raising watertable to restore peat soil, supporting actions are available.
Use stock to graze field more evenly.
Improve stock management. You may wish to avail of supporting actions e.g.  Fencing / drinking facilities.
Move feeders / troughs regularly and keep away from drains and rivers.
No management advice.
Other management advice:



Dominant grassland type:

Ecological integrityA
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Total Score:         
(A+B+C)Wet grassland Dry grassland Mineral soil Peat soil   /100 

Soil type:

A1 What is the number of positive indicators in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below. 

Docks (NOT small sorrels) NettlesPerennial Rye grassThistles (Creeping & spear) RagwortTick if present:

High: You encounter a positive indicator with every step taken.

Moderate: Positive indicators occur every few steps.

Low: Only a couple of individual plants present or you can take several steps without encountering any positive indicators at all. 0

5

10

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & stitchworts
Birdsfoot trefoil
*Devils bit scabious
Eyebrights
*Forget-me-nots 
Heathers/Ling                              
Knapweeds (Common 
& Greater)
Lady’s mantle

*Lady’s Smock
*Lesser spearwort
*Louseworts  
(common & greater)
*Marsh cinquefoil 
*Marsh marigold
*Marsh pennywort
 *Marsh thistle or 
Meadow thistle
*Meadowsweet     

*Mints (all) or Purple loosestrife 
Orchids (all)
Oxeye daisy
*Ragged robin
Selfheal or Bugle
*Sphagnum &  Branched 
mosses                                                    
Sorrel (Sheep & Common)                                                              
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)

Tormentil (Common & English)
*Umbels large (Angelica, 
Valerian, Hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow & 
Wild carrot)
Vetches/vetchlings 
Violets (all), Harebell
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
*Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative indicator species and/or agricultural 'weeds' throughout the field?

Moderate (over-grazed): Mostly short vegetation. 25-50% of field 
has short sward with occasional to frequent intermediate patches.

Over-grazed: Sward short throughout grazeable area with 
little variation in height of vegetation. >75% very short. Few 
flowering plants.

Under-grazed: Rank vegetation across much of the 
site, litter accumulating, scrub encroaching. 

-10

5

20

10

-10

Moderate (under-grazed): 25-50% of field has tall sward. 
Litter and dead vegetation occurring. Grazing largely confined 
to a few easily accessible, palatable areas. 

Good: >50% of field with sward having variety of taller and/or 
shorter sward with medium height sward throughout with 
positive indicators flowering.

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A4)   /40

A2 What is the combined cover of all positive indicators (listed above) throughout the field?

Moderate structure: Narrow field margins present 
(~1m). Low number of flowering plants and 
vegetation structure within the field margin is poor to 
moderate. Some aftermath grazing providing some 
structural variation.

Poor structure: No field margins present. Field 
topped right up to the field boundary line. No 
aftermath grazing. Little or no variation in sward height.

Good structure: Wide field margins present 
(2m+) and or good headlands. Aftermath grazing 
takes place providing variations in height of sward; 
sward does not look uniform in appearance.

0

10

20

OR

AgriSnap photo taken:

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.
0Low: 0-4 5Medium: 5-8 10High: 9+

(Cover is the proportion of the field taken up by all positive indicators present)

Low <5%: None or scattered or small clumps of negative indicators. Where present, cover should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High >25%: Occurring in dense patches or abundant throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -20

-10

0

A5 Marsh Fritillary suitability assessment in 
primarily grazed grassland

Yes No

Numerous patches (at least 
quarter of the field), or majority 
of field with Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit 
Scabious present 
from ankle to knee 
height throughout?

What is the vegetation structure in grasslands 
which are CUT FOR HAY OR SILAGE?

What is the vegetation structure in 
grasslands which are PRIMARILY GRAZED?

A4(b) 

A4(a) 

A4 Vegetation Structure. Note: If grassland is primarily 
grazed, use A4(a); if grassland is cut for hay or silage, use A4(b)

Yes No

Low Input
Grassland on
Peat SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:
Farmer name:



Tormentil (Common & English)
*Umbels large (Angelica, 
Valerian, Hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow & 
Wild carrot)
Vetches/vetchlings 
Violets (all), Harebell
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
*Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

Hydrological integrity (carbon capture)B
B1 What is the cover of wetland indicators? Total cover of species marked 
with an * and in bold text in A1. Also include cover of rushes and Purple moor-grass. 0Low: 10Moderate: 20High:

Total score B: 
(sum of B1 to B3)   /50

B2 What artificial drainage 
features are present? Include 
both internal and perimeter drains. 
Natural and modified watercourses are 
excluded from assessment.

0

15Non-functional: Drains absent or present but non-functioning. No flow, 
highly vegetated and/or water level in drain <30cm from top of the drain.

-15Functional: Drains predominantly free flowing (though may be dry 
at the time of survey), largely unvegetated and unblocked.

Part-functional: Drains present but flow is predominantly impeded (by vegetation/dams).

B3 What is the water table level in 
the drain? Include both internal and 
perimeter drains. Natural and modified 
watercourses are excluded from assessment. 
The assessment of effect of drain on field gets 
more weighting.

0

15High: Water level typically <30cm below surface of drain. Assume highest water 
table if no drains present. Drains having minor to no effect on water-table of field.

-15Low: Water level typically > 1m below drain surface. 
Drains having significant effect on water-table of field.
Moderate: Water level typically <1m but ≥30cm below drain surface. 
Drains having a moderate effect on water-table of field.

Common management recommendations to pick from:

 (See A2 for guidance on cover assessment)

C1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to habitat, 
vegetation, or archaeology? C2 What is the level of risk to 

the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, 
sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants? The source - pathway - 
receptor model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

C4 What is 
the cover of 
non-native 
invasive 
species?

Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster
Japanese Knotweed Other (please specify):

High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

C3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

10

C5 What is the 
extent of spreading 
immature scrub? 

-20

-10

0

High: >25% of the field has immature scrub cover, some well-established saplings may be present. Field 
is likely to show few signs of management, such as signs of recent grazing or signs of livestock.

Moderate: Cover of immature scrub in patches or individuals with overall cover of between 11-25% 
with particularly briars/brambles coming in.

Low: Small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings of immature scrub with overall 
cover of less than 10%. Grass growth easily seen underneath the scrub.

10

-10

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss.

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil disturbance 
caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

-20High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

-30
-20
-10
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area 
(≥6-20%) or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning

Other (please specify):Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

Himalayan knotweed

Giant Hogweed

(This can be brambles, 
seedlings, scrub and trees 
generally lower than 1m in 
height and with a stem 
diameter of <5cm. Do not 
include established scrub).

C6 What is the 
cover of bracken? 

-20
-10

0

High: Very dense stands of bracken covering over half or more of the field, forming closed canopy.

Moderate: Bracken forming dense stands covering parts of the field, mostly forming closed canopy.

Low: Bracken absent or some scattered fronds and none forming closed canopy. Can include 
some isolated small patches or some larger patches on steep slopes.

Threats & pressuresC Total score C: 
(sum of C1 to C6)   /10

Continue current management of this high quality grassland.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive species. 
Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Control the occurrence and spread of encroaching scrub, 
supporting actions are available.
Control the occurrence and spread of encroaching bracken.

Consider reducing fertiliser inputs.
Consider using supporting actions to 
slow or impede the flow of drains.
Consider raising watertable to restore 
peat soil, supporting actions are available.
Use stock to graze field more evenly.

Improve stock management, 
supporting actions e.g.  Fencing / 
drinking facilities are available.
Move feeders / troughs regularly & 
keep away from drains and rivers.
No management advice.
Other management advice. M
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A2 What is the cover of all 
positive indicators (listed above) 
throughout the entire field?
Cover is the proportion of the field taken 
up by all positive indicators present.

Ecological integrityA

0Low: 0-4 5Moderate: 5-8 10High: 9+

Docks (NOT small sorrels)

Nettles

Perennial Rye-grass

Other weed species

Ragwort

High: You encounter positive indicators with every step taken.

Moderate: You encounter a positive indicator with every few steps taken.

Low: Only a couple of individual plants present or you can take several steps 
without encountering any positive indicators at all. 0

5

10

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & Stitchworts
Bird’s-foot-trefoil
Carline thistle
Cowslips & Primrose
Eyebrights
Forget-me-nots
Heathers
Kidney vetch
Knapweeds
Lady's mantle

Lady's smock 
(Cuckooflower)
Lesser spearwort
Louseworts (Common 
& Marsh)
Marsh cinquefoil 
Marsh marigold
Marsh pennywort
Marsh thistle
Meadowsweet
Meadow thistle
Mints (all)

Orchids
Ox-eye daisy
Purple loosestrife
Ragged robin
Scabious (Devil’s-bit & 
field)
Sedges 
Self-heal & Bugle
Sorrel (Common & 
Sheep's)
Small rushes (Spike, 
Woodrushes, Heath)

Sphagnum & Branched mosses
Tormentil (Common & English)
Umbels large (Angelica, Valerian, 
Common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow, Wild Carrot)
Vetches & Vetchlings
Violets (all species); Harebell
Wild Thyme
Yellow Composites (Cat's ear, Hawkweeds, 
Hawkbits & Goat's beard - not Dandelion)
Yellow Flag Iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative indicators/weeds throughout the entire field? 
(tick if present)

Low <5%: None or scattered or small clumps of negative indicators. Where present, cover 
should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High 26-50%: Occurring in large patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward. -20

-10

0

Suboptimal: Tall vegetation cover is patchy. No areas with 
distinct tussocks. Grassy areas dominate field. Little variation 
in the height of vegetation. Dead standing leaves rare.
OR  Uniform vegetation height throughout the field.

Poor: All vegetation short (overgrazed) / Tall & rank (undergrazed).   -10

10

25

40
Very good:  Tall and medium and short vegetation 
throughout. Tussocks throughout. Some tall dense soft rush, 
some areas of shorter sharp-flowered rush and some 
grass/sedge dominated areas. 

Good: Tall/medium and short vegetation throughout. May 
contain frequent tall tussocks or frequent sharp-flowered or 
jointed rush.  Some grass/sedge dominated areas also occur.

Moderate structure: Narrow field margins present 
(~1m). Low number of flowering plants and vegetation 
structure within the field margin poor to moderate.  
Some aftermath grazing providing some structural 
variation.

Poor structure: No field margins present. Field 
topped right up to the field boundary line. No 
aftermath grazing. Little or no variation in sward height.

Good structure: Wide field margins present (2m+) 
and or good headlands.  Aftermath grazing takes 
place providing variations in height of sward;  sward 
does not look uniform in appearance.

-10

10

20

OR

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

A4 Vegetation Structure. Note: If grassland is primarily 
grazed use A4(a) (including marsh fritillary suitability 
assessment); OR, if grassland is cut for hay or silage, use 
A4(b).  Refer to the guidance for sward quality details.

A1 What is the number of positive indicators in 
the field? Tick all positive indicators present below.

Very high >50%: Abundant throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -30

Total Score:  (A+B)   /100 
Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A7)   /90

A5 Marsh Fritillary suitability assessment in 
primarily grazed grassland

Yes No

Numerous patches (at 
least quarter of the field), 

or majority of field with 
Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit Scabious 
present from ankle to 
knee height throughout?

Yes

No

A4(a) What is the vegetation structure in 
grasslands which are PRIMARILY GRAZED?

A4(b) What is the vegetation structure in 
grasslands which are CUT FOR HAY or SILAGE?

Rough
grazing
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:
Farmer name:
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A6 Field boundary 
quality. Assess the 
quality of the WORST 
30m of field boundary 
in the field. Refer to 
guidance document for 
details.

Good: Good field boundary quality.

Moderate: Moderate field 
boundary quality.

Poor: Wire fence only or very poor 
quality field boundary present. 0

10

20
Also present:

What is the dominant field boundary in this field?
Hedgerow

StonewallDrainage ditch
Earth bank Treeline
Wire fence

A7 Scrub diversity 
& structure

High: Scrub with a mix of several woody plant species of varied heights throughout. 
Highly structurally diverse with some compact inaccessible areas. 

Moderate: Single-species scrub (often Gorse) with diverse height and irregular edge. One or two other 
wood plant species may be present. Base sparsely vegetated. Suitable nesting area for small birds.

Low: No scrub or Isolated leggy gorse bushes. 0

5

10

Threats & future prospectsB
B1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or archaeology? B2 What is the level of risk to 

the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, 
sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

B4 What is the cover of non-native invasive species? Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster
Japanese Knotweed

Other (please specify):

High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

B3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

10

B5 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? 

-20

-10

0

High: >40% of the field has immature scrub cover, some well-established saplings may be present. Field 
is likely to show few signs of management, such as signs of recent grazing or signs of livestock.

Moderate: Cover of immature scrub in patches or individuals with overall cover of between 20-40% 
with particularly briars/brambles coming in.

Low: Small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings of immature scrub with overall 
cover of less than 20%. Grass growth easily seen underneath the scrub.

10

-10

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss.

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil disturbance 
caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

-20High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

-30
-20
-10
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area 
(≥6-20%) or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning

Other (please specify):Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckle

Giant Hogweed

(This can be brambles, 
seedlings, scrub and 
trees generally lower 
than 1m in height and 
with a stem diameter of 
<5cm. Do not include 
established scrub).

B6 What is the 
cover of bracken? 

-20
-10

0

High: Dense stands of bracken covering over half or more of the field, forming closed canopy.

Moderate: Bracken forming dense stands covering parts of the field, mostly forming closed canopy.

Low: Bracken absent or some scattered fronds and none forming closed canopy. Can include 
some isolated small patches or some larger patches on steep slopes.

  /10
Total score B
(sum of B1 to B6) 

Hedgerow
StonewallDrainage ditch

Earth bank Treeline
Wire fence

Specific field management advice/comments to farmer:
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Below optimum: Less than half of the grazeable area in field fairly well grazed, e.g. some easily grazed, palatable 
areas well grazed but others with plenty of forage left and grazing levels elsewhere negligible or relatively low.

Significantly below: Grazing largely confined to a few easily accessible, palatable areas but even these 
are poorly grazed with plenty of forage left. Less palatable areas not or barely grazed at all, generally with 
high levels of litter accumulating. Areas of rank vegetation present with negligible signs of grazing.

Optimum: Sward in good condition throughout, with good structure and an abundance of plants in flower.

-25

-5

0

10

15

Generally good: Generally good over the majority, but still slightly below optimum in some areas, 
which may be as a result of a lack of a ‘light summer graze’ to maintain richer areas.

Slightly below: More than half of grazeable area in field well grazed, e.g. palatable areas well grazed 
but rest only fairly well grazed at best.

A1 
What is 
the 
grazing 
level?  
(relates to 
the most 
recent 
winter 
grazing 
period, 
but also 
covers any 
summer 
grazing).

Significantly above: Sward short throughout with little variation in height of vegetation. Relatively few 
herbs or grasses seen in flower during May/June/July as grazed off. Site looks ‘grassy’ rather than ‘flowery’. 
Most flowering herbs are low growing, rosette plants (e.g. daisies). Bare soil visible in areas.

5

-5

-35

Above optimum: Signs of heavier grazing evident but patchy in distribution. Applies mainly to fields with a tradition 
of regular and/or light, summer grazing periods where there is a lack of ‘green land’ on farm. Sward may be short in 
more palatable areas but flowering heads of plants typical of a winterage should be common on less grazed areas.  

Slightly above: Slightly above optimum but otherwise good. Applies mainly to fields grazed tighter than 
recommended during a ‘light summer graze’. Some of the more palatable areas grazed out rather than 
‘topped’ but flowering plants still obvious over much of the field.
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>50-75%: Thatch and/or dead-standing vegetation frequent, forming large, continuous patches.

>25-50%: Thatch forming some continuous patches but still mostly in the less palatable areas.

10-25%: Mostly just present in some less palatable or more remote grazeable areas. 15

10

5

Low <10%: Litter rare, being very sparse and scattered across the grazeable area. 20A2 What is 
the litter level?  
(this complements 
the A1 grazing level 
assessment).

High >75%: Litter dominant, forming a more or less continuous layer across most of the grazeable area. 0

Med-high: Impact between Medium & High.

Medium: Medium impact associated with supplementary feed sites and/or water troughs.

Low-med: Impact between Low & Medium. 10

5

0

Low: Low impact (if any) associated with supplementary feed sites and/or water troughs. 15A3a Is there 
damage at 
feed sites 
and/or water 
troughs? (see 
guidance to aid 
with assessment). High: High impact associated with supplementary feed sites and/or water troughs. -5

A3b Have round bales of silage been fed 
in the field? (see guidance to aid with assessment).

-60Yes:0No: If yes; please note the location and level of silage 
feeding in the comment box, and consult with CP 
team if needed for additional advice on assessment.

Comments:

A4 Is there damage* at natural water 
sources? *Where relevant, also assess the level of 
risk to the quality of natural water bodies within, 
adjacent to and downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants - the 'source-pathway-receptor' model 
should inform the assessment (see guidance).

Moderate: See guidance to inform assessment.

Low: See guidance to inform assessment.

No damage/risk: No associated damage/risk present. 15

10

5

None present: No natural water sources/water bodies present. 15

High: See guidance to inform assessment. -10

Med-high: Extent between Medium & High.

Medium: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss 
occurring at a few points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. 
Minor rutting and soil disturbance caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

Low-med: Extent between Low & Medium. -5

-10

-15

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss. 0A5 What 
is the 
extent of 
bare soil 
and 
erosion?

High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out 
significantly from the main feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and 
soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

-20

Grazing & Stock ManagementA Total score A:
(sum of A1 to A5)   /65

Total Score: (A+B+C)   /100 

Winterage
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:
Survey date:Field number:

Farmer name:
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Plant Species that can Threaten Grazed HabitatsB

16-25%: Cover of immature spreading scrub 
between 16-25%.

6-10%: Cover of immature spreading scrub 
between 6-10%.

3-5%: Cover of immature spreading scrub between 3-5%. 10

5

-5

Low ≤2%: Cover of immature spreading scrub 
negligible overall (≤2%); may occur as a few 
scattered individuals or a couple discrete patches. 
Low threat posed to species-rich grazeable areas.

15

B1 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? 
(the % cover of immature scrub should be assessed across the 
grazeable area of the field, and based on the extent of immature 
scrub that would be suitable for removal).

High >26%: Cover of immature spreading scrub 
>26%. Very high impact on species-rich grazeable areas. -15

11-15%: Cover of immature spreading scrub 
between 11-15%. 0 Med-high: Impact between Medium & High.

Medium: Cover of dense, closed canopy stands up to 10% 
of the assessment area. Average height about 0.75m, with any 
taller stands restricted to small patches or to a few pockets of 
deeper soil. Scattered, open-canopy stands otherwise, with 
less impact on the wider assessment area.

Low-med: Impact between Low & Medium. 0

-5

-10

Low: If present, generally scattered and short (<0.5m high), 
and/or restricted to soil filled grikes.  Not forming large, 
closed canopy stands, i.e. very few dense patches >2x2m in 
body of field. 

5

B2 What is the impact of/threat from bracken?

High: Cover of dense, closed-canopy stands exceeding more 
than 20% of the assessment area. Stands usually tall with an 
average height of 1m or more (waist height), often with a 
significant bracken litter layer beneath and a suppressed, 
modified ground flora (more grassy in appearance).

-15

Med-high: Impact between Medium & High.

Medium: Molinia may be common over more than 
half of the assessment area but less than 25% of the 
Molinia has a significant layer of litter beneath (litter 
patchy & discontinuous).
Or, Molinia occurs in discrete pockets/veins, 
generally with a thick litter layer which is supressing 
the growth of other grasses and flowers on approx. 
5-10% of the overall grazeable area.

Low-med: Impact between Low & Medium. 0

-5

-10

Low: Molinia present as a natural part of vegetation 
(e.g. in association with flushes, limestone heaths). 
Targeted, light summer grazing preventing it from 
forming dense stands with a thick litter layer.

5

B3 What is the impact of/threat from 
from Molinia? (Purple moor-grass)

High: Molinia common over more than half of the 
assessment area with old leaves forming a thick 
litter layer across more than half of the Molinia area, 
visibly suppressing the surrounding flora.

-15

Med-high: Cover of weeds outside of wall bands, shelter spots and 
current feed sites between 2-10% of the grazeable area. Significant 
cover of weeds still associated with old feed sites.

Medium: Weeds relatively common along wall bands, by shelter spots 
and occasionally extending 5-10m out from these. Weeds may still be 
relatively common on, and extend out from, old silage feed sites, but are 
decreasing. Weeds can occur as scattered individuals throughout the 
field or located in a few patches. Cover of weeds <2% of grazeable area.

Low-med: Weeds occasional. Generally restricted to wall bands, 
shelter spots and/or around feeders/water troughs where they may 
be quite common. Weeds occasional at old, disused silage feed 
sites. Cover of weeds negligible within body of field.

0

-5

-10

Low: Weeds absent or rare across the field. Some may be present in 
very localised and confined areas (e.g. wall bands, shelter spots). 
Cover of weeds negligible overall.

5

B4 What is the cover of weed species present 
due to management practices?

High: Weeds obvious throughout the field or numerous, large 
dense patches present. Cover of weeds >10% of grazeable area. -15

B5 What is the cover of non-native invasives?
Docks

NettlesPerennial Rye-grass Other weeds
Ragwort ThistlesMain weed

types (tick):

Moderate.Slight/Low.
Red valerian only: Only red valerian present. 0

-5 -10
None: No non-native invasive species present. 0

Severe/High. -20

Cotoneaster Other (specify):Traveller’s-joy Red valerianNon-native invasives (tick if present):

Ecological & Site IntegrityC Total score C:
(sum of C1 + C2)   /5

Total score B:
(sum of B1 to B5)   /30

C1 Does the field retain its 
ecological integrity, in terms of the 
typical plant communities present?

Moderately modified

Slightly modified

Very slightly modified 0

-5

-15

Typical flora 5

Significantly modified -25

C2 Is there any evidence of 
damaging activities to habitat, 
vegetation, or archaeology?
(note the location, & consult with CP team if 
needed for additional advice on assessment)

Low: Damage occurring across a 
small area (≤5%) or of a minor 
nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities. 0

-5

-15

-25

(see guidance to inform assessment)

Moderate: Damage occurring 
across a moderate area (≥6-20%) or 
of a moderate nature if confined.

High: Damage occurring across a 
large area (≥21%) or of a serious 
nature if confined.Removal of mature scrub/trees

Quarrying

Boundary damage

Burning

Other (please specify):

Dumping

Damage to
archaeological features

Damaging activities: 
(tick relevant damage & 
describe in comments)

Comments:
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Primary habitat type:
(tick relevant box)

Ecological integrityA

Total Score:         
(A+B)Dry dunes Wet dunes Salt marsh   /100 

A1 What is the number of positive indicators in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below. 

High: You encounter a positive indicator with every step taken. 

Moderate: You encounter a positive indicator with every two to three steps taken. 

Low: You can take up to 10 steps without encountering any positive indicators. 
You have to search for them. 0

10

20

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & stitchworts
Birdsfoot trefoil
Common stork’s bill
Heathers/Ling 
Juniper
Kidney vetch
Lesser spearwort
Lichen spp.

Marsh pennywort
Mosses 
Orache
Orchids
Parsley water-dropwort 
Restharrow
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)

Scurvy grass   
Sea arrowgrass
Sea beet

Sea lavender
Sea milkwort
Sea or Buckhorn plantain
Sedges
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)

Speedwell
Spurry
Stonecrops
Thrift

Tormentil (Common & English)

Violets (all), Harebell
Water mint
White/purple composites (e.g., 
Sea aster, Sea mayweed, Daisies)

Wild carrot
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion

Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A6)   /95

Moderate: Vegetation is dense and tall 
throughout, with less than a third of the 
area composed of shorter sward (<10cm).

Poor: Most of plot is short sward 
(<10cm); with less than a third of the area 
supporting longer vegetation.

Good: A balance of shorter (<10cm) 
and taller vegetation is present in the site, 
with neither dominating over more than 
two-thirds of the area.

-10

-5

15

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

A5 Marsh Fritillary suitability assessment in 
primarily grazed grassland

Yes No

Numerous patches (at least 
quarter of the field), or majority 
of field with Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit Scabious 
present from ankle to knee 
height throughout?

Yes No

0Low: 0-4

5Medium: 5-8

10High: 9-12

25Very high: 13+

Very high: You encounter multiple different positive 
indicators with every step taken (and in between steps). 30

A2 What is the combined cover 
of all positive indicators (listed 
above) throughout the field? 
(areas of bare soil are excluded from 
assessment)

Docks (NOT small sorrels) NettlesPerennial Rye-grassThistles (Creeping & spear) RagwortTick if present:
A3 What is the combined cover of negative indicators/weeds throughout the field?

Low: Scattered or small clumps of weeds/negative indicators. Where present at gateways, water troughs, field boundaries and 
along well-used trackways, this cover should be less than 5% and the weeds should not extend into the main body of the field. 

Moderate: Occurring in medium to large patches in the field and not limited to previous feeding 
sites, trackways, field boundaries, water troughs and gateways. Readily visible in the sward.

High: Occurring in dense patches or abundant throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -20

-10

0

Very low: Absent, or scattered individuals or very small patches in the plot. 10

A6 What is the extent of bare substrate?

A4 What is the vegetation structure in 
dune and grazed saltmarsh habitats? 

Over-grazed with 10-25% bare substrate.
Under-grazed with <1% bare substrate.

Over-grazed with 25-100% bare substrate.
Under-grazed with no bare sand /substrate 0% 
bare substrate.

Fixed dunes: 1-10% bare sand.
Machair: 1-5% bare sand.
Salt marsh: Natural distribution of pans and creeks.

-10

-5

15
Good: 

Moderate: 

Poor:

Coastal
grassland
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:
Field number:

Farmer name:
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Threats & pressuresB

Tormentil (Common & English)

Violets (all), Harebell
Water mint
White/purple composites (e.g., 
Sea aster, Sea mayweed, Daisies)

Wild carrot
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion

Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

B1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or soil? B2 What is the level of risk 

to the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to 
and downstream of the field 
due to pressures relating to 
flow, sediment, nutrients or 
other pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

B4 What is the cover of non-native invasive species (excluding Spartina anglica)?
Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)

Japanese KnotweedRed Valerian 
Beach Rose
New-Zealand flax

Other (please specify):

High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

B3 Artificial 
drainage 
features 
within plot.

10

B5 What is the extent of 
spreading immature scrub? 

-20

-10

0

High: >25% of the field has immature scrub cover, some well-established saplings may 
be present. Scrub along field boundaries may be encroaching onto the field. Field is 
likely to show few signs of management, such as recent grazing, or signs of livestock.

Moderate: 11-25% cover of immature scrub in patches or individuals. Some 
spread of scrub from field boundaries may be evident, particularly briars/bramble. 

Low: <10% of small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings 
of encroaching scrub. Grass growth easily seen under the scrub. 

5

-15

No drainage: No artificial drainage or dug ponds within plot. 

Partly drained: Free flowing drains or dug ponds within plot affecting up to 20% plot. 

-20Drained grassland: Frequent widespread free flowing drains or dug ponds within plot affecting >20% plot.

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

-20
-10
-5
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area (≥6-20%) 
or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)
Built structuresTrampling

Vehicle tracks

Reclamation Sand extraction
Dumping

Damage from supplementary
feeding
Coastal stabilisation work
Inappropriate herbicide use

Sea-Buckthorn

(This can be brambles, seedlings, 
scrub and trees generally lower 
than 1m in height and with a stem 
diameter of <5cm
Do not include established scrub).

  /5
Total score B
(sum of B1 to B5) 

Other (please specify):
Silage storage

Artificial ponds

-5Past drainage: Drains present but flow is impeded.

Common management recommendations to pick from:
Continue current management of this high quality grassland.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive species, supporting actions are available.
Control the occurrence and spread of immature scrub.
Consider using supporting actions to slow or impede the flow of drains.
Consider alternative to ring feeders.
Consult the CP team about control of rabbit population.
Use stock to graze plot more evenly.
Improve stock management. Supporting actions may be available e.g. fencing / drinking facilities.
Move feeders / troughs regularly.
Tourist damage, burning/litter/dumping/ vehicle tracks. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Reduce fertiliser inputs.
No management advice.
Other management advice.
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Ecological integrityA
A1 What is the number of positive indicators in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below. 

Docks (NOT small sorrels)
NettlesPerennial Rye-grass

Thistles (Creeping & spear)
Ragwort

Tick if present:

High: You encounter positive indicators with 
every step taken.

Moderate: You encounter a positive indicator 
with every few steps taken.

Low: None present or you can take several steps 
without encountering any positive indicators at all. 0

10

20

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Armeria (Sea thrift/Sea pink)
Bedstraws & stitchworts
Birdsfoot trefoil
Carline thistle
Cowslips & Primrose
Eyebrights
Forget-me-nots 
Heathers                              
Kidney vetch
Knapweeds
Lady’s mantle

Lady’s Smock 
(cuckoo flower)
Lesser spearwort
Louseworts  
(Common & Marsh)
Marsh cinquefoil 
Marsh marigold
Marsh pennywort
Marsh thistle
Meadowsweet 
Meadow thistle    
Mints (all) 
Orchids

Oxeye daisy
Purple loosestrife
Plantain (Buck's horn or sea)
Ragged robin
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)
Sedges
Selfheal & Bugle                                                  
Sorrel (Sheep & Common)                                                              
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)
Sphagnum &  Branched 
mosses  
Tormentil (Common & English)

Umbels large (Umbels large 
and/or common valerian 
and/or common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow 
& Wild carrot)
Vetches/vetchlings 
Violets (all), Harebell
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative 
indicators/weeds throughout the field?

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A5)   /90

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

0Low: 0-5 10Medium: 6-8 20High: 9+

Low <5%: None or scattered or small clumps of negative 
indicators. Where present, cover should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large 
patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High >25%: Occurring in dense patches or abundant 
throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -20

-10

0

Other

Moderate: Sward height 10 - 20 cm throughout 
site (occasionally <10cm). Small patches of bare soil.

Low: Sward height uniformly tall (>20 cm) 
throughout site OR large unvegetated areas.

Good: Sward is < 10 cm in height, many areas < 5 
cm. Occasional to frequent small patches of bare soil.

0

15

30

A4 Vegetation structure

Moderate: Occasional occurence of earth 
mounds, stone walls, exposed rock and/or scree.

Low: Absence of, earth mounds, stone 
walls, exposed rock, scree.

Good: Regular occurence of earth mounds 
and/or exposed rock 

0

10

20

A5 Landscape elements

Threats & future prospectsB Total score B:
(sum of B1 to B6)   /10

B1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or archaeology? B2 What is the level of risk to 

the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, 
sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area (≥6-20%) 
or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning

Other (please specify):Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

A2 What is the combined cover of all 
positive indicators (listed above) 
throughout the field?
(Cover is the proportion of the field taken up 
by all positive indicators present)

Chough
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:
Survey date:Field number:

Farmer name:

Total Score: (A+B+C)   /100 
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Umbels large (Umbels large 
and/or common valerian 
and/or common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow 
& Wild carrot)
Vetches/vetchlings 
Violets (all), Harebell
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

B4 What is the cover of non-native invasive species? Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster

Japanese Knotweed
Other (please specify):

High: Abundant. Some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

B3 What is the extent of bare soil & erosion?

10

B5 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? 

-20

-10

0

High: >25% of the field has immature scrub cover, some well-established saplings may be present.  Field 
is likely to show few signs of management, such as signs of recent grazing or signs of livestock.

Moderate: Cover of immature scrub in patches or individuals with overall cover of between 11-25% 
with particularly briars/brambles coming in.

Low: Small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings of immature scrub with overall 
cover of less than 10%. Grass growth easily seen underneath the scrub.

10

-10

Low: Bare soil more or less restricted to regular stock paths, ‘pinch’ points & small congregation areas. No soil loss. 
OR Bare soil mainly along regularly used routes or areas with minor soil loss occurring at a few points.

Moderate: Bare soil mainly along regularly used stock routes or congregation areas, with minor soil loss occurring at a few 
points. Bare soil may extend a short distance beyond the main feed site and/or water points. Minor rutting and soil disturbance 
caused by occasional vehicle/tractor access may be present.

-20High: Excessive areas of bare soil within the body of the field. Bare soil may also be extending out significantly from the main 
feed sites and/or water troughs, where poaching evident. Significant rutting and soil disturbance caused by vehicle/tractor access.

-30
-20
-10
0

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckle

Giant Hogweed

(This can be brambles, 
seedlings, scrub and 
trees generally lower 
than 1m in height and 
with a stem diameter of 
<5cm. Do not include 
established scrub).

B6 What is the 
cover of bracken? 

-20
-10

0

High: Dense stands of bracken covering over half or more of the field, forming closed canopy.

Moderate: Bracken forming dense stands covering parts of the field, mostly forming closed canopy.

Low: Bracken absent or some scattered fronds and none forming closed canopy. Can include 
some isolated small patches or some larger patches on steep slopes.

Hottentot fig

Common management recommendations to pick from:
Continue current management of this high quality grassland.
Control the occurrence and spread of invasive species. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Control the occurrence and spread of immature scrub.
Consider alternative to ring feeders, if necessary.
Use stock to graze field more evenly.
Improve stock management. Supporting actions may be available e.g.  Fencing / drinking facilities.
Move feeders / troughs regularly.
Tourist damage, burning/litter/dumping/ vehicle tracks. Consult with CP team regarding solutions.
Reduce fertiliser inputs.
No management advice.
Other management advice:
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Ecological integrityA
A1 What is the number of positive indicators in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below. 

Docks (NOT small sorrels)
NettlesThistles (Creeping & spear)

RagwortTick if present:

High: You encounter positive indicators with every step taken.

Moderate: Positive indicators occur every few steps.

Low: None present or you can take several steps 
without encountering any positive indicators at all. 0

5
10

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & stitchworts
Birdsfoot trefoil
Eyebrights
Forget-me-nots (all)
Knapweeds
Lady’s Smock (cuckoo flower)

Lesser spearwort
Louseworts 
(common & marsh)
Marsh cinquefoil
Marsh marigold
Mints (all) 
Orchids
Oxeye daisy

Ragged robin
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)
Sedges
Selfheal & Bugle                                                                                                                
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)
Sorrel (Sheep & Common) 
Tormentil (Common & English)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative 
indicators/weeds throughout the field?

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A5)   /60

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

0Low: 0-5 5Medium: 6-8 10High: 9+

Low <5%: None or scattered or small clumps of negative 
indicators. Where present, cover should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large 
patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High >25%: Occurring in dense patches or abundant 
throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -5

0

5

A2 What is the combined cover of all positive 
indicators throughout the field? (listed above) Cover is the 
proportion of the field taken up by all positive indicators present.

Total Score: (A+B+C)   /100 

A5 Marsh Fritillary suitability assessment in 
primarily meadows (or grazed grassland).

Yes

No

Numerous patches (at 
least quarter of the field), 

or majority of field with 
Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit 
Scabious present 

from ankle to knee 
height throughout?

A6 Choose the single most dominant type of rush present in the field  
(for dense rush: answer A6a; for sparse rush: answer A6b)

High: Mosaic (5-15cm) >70% of field. 
Areas of taller and/or shorter sward occur. 

Moderate: Short (<5cm) >70% of field mostly short 
vegetation, with occasional patches of tall vegetation. 

Poor: Long (>15cm) >70% of field mostly tall vegetation. 0

10

20

A4 What is the quality of vegetation 
structure for Breeding wader: sward height?

Yes

No

Vetches & vetchlings
Violets (all), Harebell
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A6a Level of DENSE RUSH: A6b Level of SPARSE RUSH:OR

Low 10-29%: Dense clumps of rush, either 
scattered throughout or confined to one area.

Moderate 30-50%: Dense clumps of rush, either 
scattered throughout or confined to one area.  

High >50%: Occurring in dense patches or 
abundant throughout the field. Very visible in swards. -10

0

5

Very low <10%: Dense clumps of rush, either 
scattered throughout or confined to one area. 15

Low <30%: Scattered throughout or 
confined to one area.

Moderate 30-70%: Scattered throughout or 
confined to one area.

High >70%: Occurring in dense patches or 
abundant throughout the field. Very visible in swards. 0

5

15

Wet features & hydrologyB Total score B: 
(score B1)   /15

Poor: No accessible wet features for foraging birds.

Limited: Wet features rare. Or if present, too dry and/or over vegetated and/or too steep.

Good: Wet features present, but plot could be improved by increasing the amount /quality.

Excellent: Features of appropriate slope, wetness and vegetation cover

-10
0

10
15

Breeding wader
SCORECARD

Business ID:

Surveyor:

Survey date:Field number:
Farmer name:
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Ragged robin
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)
Sedges
Selfheal & Bugle                                                                                                                
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)
Sorrel (Sheep & Common) 
Tormentil (Common & English)

Vetches & vetchlings
Violets (all), Harebell
Wild thyme
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

Threats & pressuresC Total score C:
(sum of C1 to C7)   /25

C1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or archaeology? C2 What is the level of risk to 

the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, 
sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area (≥6-20%) 
or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

None
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning Other (please specify):
Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

C3 What is the cover of non-native invasive species? Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster

Japanese Knotweed Other (please specify):

High: Abundant, some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

-20
-15
-5
0

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckleGiant Hogweed

C7 Machinery operations between 15th March - 30th June

Machinery operations identified. -60
10No machinery operations identified.

C4 What is the extent of spreading immature scrub? 

-10

0

5

High: >5% of the field has immature scrub cover, 
some well-established saplings may be present.

Moderate: Cover of immature scrub in patches 
or individuals with overall cover of between 1-5%.

Low: Small patches of immature scrub or individual seedlings 
of immature scrub with overall cover of less than 1%.

(This can be brambles, seedlings, scrub and trees generally lower than 
1m in height and with a stem diameter of <5cm.)
Do not include established scrub which is scored separately in C5.

C5 What is the extent of established 
scrub >1m in height occuring? 

High: Scrub covering >5% of field.

Moderate: Scrub covering 1-5% of field.

Low: Scrub covering <1% of field.

None: No scrub present.

-10
-5
0
5

C6 Trees >1m in height present?

High: Tree(s) 2+m in height. -10
-5Moderate: Tree(s) 1-2m in height.

5Low: No trees present.

Common management recommendations to pick from:
Aim to provide a stocking rate of no more than 1.0LU/ha during the 
breeding season of 15th March to 30th June annually.
Control encroaching and established scrub.Control the occurrence and 
spread of immature scrub.
Removal of trees where necessary.
Installation of temporary predator exclusion fences.
Liming of plots to control soil acidity.
Installation of wader scrapes and the reprofiling of ditches.
Other management advice:
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-10 5 10 5 -10

No general or weak 
density characterised 
by a thin 'wispy' 
appearance. Plant 
flowering heads 
largely absent or very 
close to the ground.

Moderate density 
characterised by thin 
appearance or heavy 
grazing. Herb layer 
poor or very short. 
Few flowering heads 
at appropriate levels.

Balanced vegetation 
density across the plot - 
not too heavy nor thin.

Often herb rich to 20 
cm and easily 
permeable at ground 
level. Grasses and 
herbs a balanced mix.

Moderate density 
characterised by 
grassy appearance 
and/or some rank or 
thatched undergrowth.

Often herb poor with 
grass dominating at 
ground level. 

Heavy or very heavy sward 
structure characterised by very 
grassy appearance or rank 
thatched undergrowth at the base.

Usually associated with 
abandonment or excessive 
fertiliser and reseeding of grass, 
e.g. reseeded fields.

Ecological integrityA
A1 What is the number of positive indicators in the field?
Tick all positive indicators present below. 

Docks (NOT small sorrels)
NettlesPerennial Rye grass

Thistles (Creeping & spear)
Ragwort

Tick if present:

High: You encounter positive indicators with 
every step taken.

Moderate: Positive indicators occur every few steps.

Low: Only a couple of individual plants present 
or you can take several steps without 
encountering any positive indicators at all.

0

5

10

Positive indicators:
(tick those present)

Bedstraws & stitchworts
Birdsfoot trefoil
Common valerian (not Red 
valerian)
Eyebrights
Knapweeds
Lady’s mantle
Lady’s Smock (cuckoo flower)
Lesser spearwort

Marsh cinquefoil & 
Marsh marigold
Marsh pennywort
Meadow buttercup 
(not Creeping) 
Meadowsweet   
Mints (all) 
Orchids
Oxeye daisy
Ragged robin
Red clover

Ribwort plantain
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)
Sedges
Selfheal & Bugle                                                                                                                
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)
Sorrel (Sheep & Common)
Thistles (Marsh, Meadow & 
Carline)  
Tormentil (Common & 
English)

Umbels large (Angelica, 
Common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow, 
Wild carrot & Cow parsley)
Violets (all), Harebell
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

A3 What is the combined cover of negative 
indicators/weeds throughout the field?

Total score A: 
(sum of A1 to A5)   /35

Note all positive indicators present as you walk a 'W' through the field.

0Low: 0-4 5Medium: 5-12 10High: 13+

Low <5%: None or scattered or small clumps of negative 
indicators. Where present, cover should be less than 5%.

Moderate 5-25%: Occurring in medium to large 
patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High >25%: Occurring in dense patches or abundant 
throughout the field. Very visible in the sward. -5

0

5

Other

A2 What is the combined cover of all 
positive indicators throughout the field? 
(listed above) Cover is the proportion of the 
field taken up by all positive indicators present.

A4 Marsh Fritillary suitability assessment in 
primarily meadows (or grazed grassland).

Yes

No

Numerous patches (at least 
quarter of the field), or majority 

of field with Devil's Bit Scabious?

Is the Devil's Bit Scabious 
present from ankle to 

knee height throughout?

A5 What is the overall 
% cover of grasses 
throughout the field?

High: >75% of field.

Moderate: 50-75% of field.

Low: <50% of field.

-5
0
5

Low: None or scattered or small clumps of 
negative indicators. Where present, cover 
should be less than 5%.

Moderate: Occurring in medium to large 
patches in the field. Readily visible in the sward.

High: Occurring in dense patches or 
abundant throughout the field. -5

0

5

A6 What is the combined cover of 
all large rushes throughout the field?

Yes

No

Structure & functionsB Total score B: 
(sum of B1 to B6)   /55

B1 What is the sward density & structure? 
Select one based on dominant cover. Large rush 
cover should be considered 'Very heavy'

Corncrake
SCORECARD Business ID:

Surveyor:
Survey date:Field number:

Farmer name:

Total Score: (A+B+C)   /100 
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Ribwort plantain
Scabious (Devil's-bit & field)
Sedges
Selfheal & Bugle                                                                                                                
Small Rushes (Woodrush                                                                             
Spike rush, Heath rush)
Sorrel (Sheep & Common)
Thistles (Marsh, Meadow & 
Carline)  
Tormentil (Common & 
English)

Umbels large (Angelica, 
Common hogweed)
Umbels small (Pignut, Yarrow, 
Wild carrot & Cow parsley)
Violets (all), Harebell
Yellow composites (Cats                                                           
ears, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits & 
Goats-beard) - not dandelion
Yellow flag iris
Yellow rattle (Hay rattle)

B2 What percentage of the field contains the 
optimal vegetation height for corncrake?
(20-50cm -ankle to knee) 

Low: <25% of field.

Moderate: 25-50% of field.

High: 50-75% of field.-10
0

5
Very high: >75% of field. 10

B3 Does the field contain an early & late cover plot? No: Skip B4 & B5Yes: 05

B4 What is the 
area of early & late 
cover in the field?

<500m² or <5% of total field area.

500-1000m² or >5% of total field area.

>1000m² 

0
5

10

B5 What is the percentage 
of characteristic species in 
the early & late cover plot?

<25% of plot

25-50% of plot

>50% of plot

0
5

10

B6 What additional 
features are present 
in the field that would 
benefit corncrakes?

No features

1 feature present

0
5

10>1 feature present

Threats & future prospectsC Total score C:
(sum of C1 to C4)   /10

C1 Is there any evidence of damaging activities to 
habitat, vegetation, or archaeology? C2 What is the level of risk to 

the quality of natural water 
bodies within, adjacent to and 
downstream of the field due to 
pressures relating to flow, 
sediment, nutrients or other 
pollutants?
The source - pathway - receptor 
model should inform the 
assessment (see guidance).

High: 

Moderate:

Low: 

None:
-25
-15

-5
0

High: Damage occurring across a large area (≥21%) or of a serious nature if confined.

Moderate: Damage occurring across a moderate area (≥6-20%) 
or of a moderate nature if confined.

Low: Damage occurring across a small area (≤5%) or of a minor nature if confined.

None: No damaging activities.

-30

-20

-10
0

Damaging activities: (tick relevant damage & describe in comments)

Removal of mature scrub/trees
Quarrying Boundary damage
Burning

Other (please specify):Dumping

Damage from supplementary feeding
Damage to archaeological features
Inappropriate herbicide use

C3 What is the cover of non-native invasive species? Non-native invasive species: (tick if present)
Himalayan balsamRhododendron

Cotoneaster

Japanese Knotweed Other (please specify):

High: Abundant, some forming dense clumps, many seedlings.

Moderate: Frequent. Some flowering, many seedlings present.

Low: Scattered. Plants mostly small and not flowering.

None: No non-native invasive species present.

-20
-15
-5
0

Himalayan knotweed
Himalayan honeysuckleGiant Hogweed

C4 Machinery operations & mowing/grazing 
between 15th May - 15th August 

Machinery operations and mowing/grazing identified. -60

10No machinery operations and mowing/grazing identified.

Common management recommendations to pick from:
Control encroaching and established scrub.
Creation of Early and Late Cover (ELC).
Conservation Friendly Mowing (including delayed mowing).
No management advice.
Other management advice:

Tick all features present:
Rocky outcrop or unmown headland covering >5% of plot
5-20% Reeds cover within the plot

Yellow Flag Iris Reed Canary Grass

Nettles Meadowsweet

Large Umbellifers
Tick if present:

Early and Late Cover Crop Mix

Other


